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    Last Sunday we met John the Baptist – well, at least we met him as the 
evangelist, Mark presents him to us on his gospel account. Curiously, the 
lectionary reading for today introduces us to John the Baptist… again - this time as 
he is presented in the fourth gospel – John’s Gospel. Last week the message of 
John the Baptist as presented in Mark was that of the ‘preparer of the way’ by 
means of confession and repentance. But this Sunday through the evangelist 
John’s eyes we see him again as the one who “came as a witness to testify to the 
light.” He is NOT the light - just like too in Mark’s writing John says he is NOT the 
Messiah; rather he is the one who is witness to the light, the light that comes into 
the world as the Christ. 
    The image of light coming into the darkness is a favorite image of John the 
evangelist. He seems to relish using these metaphors – these striking images of 
light verses darkness. And while the gospel writer doesn’t give us a great deal of 
content here – note he gives few specifics about the message and mission of this 
one who is the Messiah. Still, we get the sense that John the writer is quite 
familiar with darkness in all of its shapes and forms. 
    I, probably like many of you, am not especially afraid of the dark – but I have 
had my moments…. Like those nights when Karin and I were in the middle of the 
woods at Camp Pee Dee in South Carolina. We were the Senior High Advisors for 
Pee Dee presbytery and helped lead two yearly Senior High Conferences out at 
the camp. After the evening activities, which invariably included a horror movie, it 
was my job to “police” around the cabins to make sure that none of the teens 
were sneaking out after ‘lights out’ to meet up to continue those budding 
romances. I guess I could have used a flashlight, but that would have eliminated 
the element of surprise, so I often moved around the camp in the total darkness. 
    Let me tell you, on those nights when there was no moon and the stars were 
hidden by the tall pines, that darkness could be quite disturbing … all right, 
frightening - especially with the screams of that horror movie still echoing in my 
head. It was always reassuring to get back to the light of our cabin and hear Karin 
say, “Is everything all right?” Nothing so tames the perceived terrors of darkness 
like even a LITTLE light, and a reassuring voice. 
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    A college chaplain tells of a time when went “spelunking” – cave exploring – 
with student members of the Campus Christian Fellowship.  An experienced guide 
led them into a cavern in Kentucky. Those at the head of the group held lanterns 
to show the way. But as they got deeper into the cavern, the chaplain and two 
slower students became separated from those at the front. 
    In the winding passages, suddenly it became very, very dark, to the point where 
they could not see a thing. All they could do was huddle together and sit there to 
wait until hopefully the guide would return to find them. “Though it was only a 
few minutes, it seemed like an eternity,” said the chaplain.” “But then there was a 
voice calling to which we answered; and finally a light shined into the passage.” 
“All I remember is that those moments sitting there in total darkness, in silence, 
were terrifying.” Nothing so tames the terrors of darkness like even a LITTLE light, 
and a reassuring voice. 
    Israel was in darkness; it was the darkness of political oppression. Judea was 
occupied by Rome. Heavy taxation was being levied upon the people of Judea, 
and at the first sign of any insurrection, Roman legions responded swiftly and 
without mercy. Israel’s own king Herod was complicit with the Romans making his 
kingship a mockery, and a sham. Most of Israel’s leaders political and religious 
alike, while not liking the occupation, were more interested in maintaining order 
under the circumstances. Yet, these are the people – the oppressed people of 
Judea – upon whom the light has dawned, says John. Still, before there was light, 
there was a voice. There was a voice in the darkness – a voice that belonged to 
John the Baptist. 
    All four of the gospels tell us about John; yet we get most of our detailed 
information about John from Matthew and Luke. They tell us in memorable words 
that he ate insects, lived in the desert, wore camel hair, making for a really 
strange figure. 
    But John’s Gospel tells us none of this. All that John’s Gospel tells us is that John 
the Baptist was a voice – a witness. People ask, “Who are you?” – Everyone was 
wondering about his identity and role. We know from the other gospel accounts 
that some people think he is Elijah, or maybe another prophet. John the Baptist 
tells them that he is merely a forerunner, that there is someone coming after him 
who they do not know that will be worth knowing. John says that the one coming 
after him is one who is so great he would not even be worthy to tie his shoelaces. 
    Have you noticed that John the Baptist is also waiting? He says that this one for 
whom he is preparing, is one who is great. But John doesn’t seem to know many 
of the details. He doesn’t know how this one is coming; he doesn’t know when he 
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is coming. He only knows that his coming will be a light in the darkness; his 
coming will be that great advent for which the people have been expectantly 
waiting. 
    Advent is the time when the church is waiting – waiting still. It is a time when 
the church is sitting in the dark and leaning forward to a hope which we do not 
have completely fulfilled, a word which we do not fully possess. We note that a 
number of our advent hymns speak of this yearning and waiting: “Come, Thou 
Long-Expected Jesus,” and our theme for this advent, “Come, O Come, 
Emmanuel.” 
    Waiting is not easy for us. Waiting is especially difficult when we are in the dark 
– when we can’t see the way forward – when there is no reassuring light, and we 
do not know whether we are going forward or backward. One feels vulnerable in 
the dark. We like to be in control; we like to know that we are taking sure steps 
forward, meeting our goals, getting somewhere. But in the dark, one is not sure 
where one is going. We stumble and no one likes to stumble; we feel so helpless 
in the darkness: the darkness of financial insecurity, of the fear of terrorists, of 
unexpected health issues; the darkness of strained and broken relationships. 
    You know, it’s rather odd that sometimes people speak of the Christian life as 
fulfillment. We hear some say, “Now that I have found Jesus, I have gotten my life 
together.  Now I have turned myself over to God, and I am saved.” I get the point 
of such statements, yet somehow those words make it sound like a person’s faith 
life is now all finished, done, complete and fulfilled. 
    But so much of Christian life is spent waiting, yearning – leaning forward to that 
which we still need, but do not yet have. Christ has come, but there is still waiting. 
We live in ‘the meantime’, between times - and we always have. Christ has come, 
but not in his fullness. Light has come into our darkness, but there is still darkness, 
and so we still wait. 
    Perhaps we speak of waiting in too negative a sense, because … well because 
we don’t like to wait. Yet, show me a person who is not waiting, not yearning – 
not leaning forward, standing on tiptoes, hoping for something better, and I will 
show you a person who has given up on life. The future belongs to those who 
wait, for those who know that we are meant for something better. The darkness 
is not our final destination - ever. 
    And that is a great part of the message of John the Baptist. His was a voice, a 
voice spoken into the darkness of his day and now our day – telling us that there 
is light coming. He was a watchman, standing on the hill, looking to the east, 
telling others that it was almost dawn. John told the religious authorities of his 
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day, “Among you stands one whom you do not know.” Some religious people, 
both then and now, think they know everything. John knew that he did not know 
– He too was waiting. To not know the exact shape of his hope showed the depth 
of his hope. John too was waiting for deliverance, for something that he knew his 
own efforts could deliver. 
    Our times of darkness are vivid reminders that we really are frail, vulnerable 
and needy. We really are those who need deliverance – something we cannot do 
ourselves. Our deliverance has got to be something beyond our own abilities; it 
has to be a gift – an unearned gift – and it is in that promised gift that we place 
our hope. 
     John the Baptist did not know the complete shape of that hope. John was the 
prophet who was simply preparing for that hope. He was a voice, a voice in the 
darkness, telling people not to give up, but rather to keep yearning. For their 
yearning was not mere wishful thinking, but was an act of faith. The yearning and 
waiting was an act of deep abiding belief that God cared, and that God would 
surely come and deliver. 
    Even now, in these Sundays before fulfillment and at the beginning of John’s 
Gospel, nothing is given to us in specific detail. Here, at the beginning there is not 
much detail TO give. Here things are done poetically, sketched out in shades of 
light and dark. But eventually we will know more about our hope.  Our hope will 
be given a face and a name; we shall even hear him speak. Our hope will be 
embodied in the One from Galilee. But not now – not quite yet. Now there is only 
yearning, waiting … expectation. 
    And John the Gospel writer blesses that. John assures us that is a great place to 
begin. The way to find fulfillment is to first admit that we are not fulfilled. The 
way to see the light is to first admit that there is darkness. It takes a good deal of 
courage in a ‘feel-good-thank-you,’… ‘I’m-doing-fine-all-by-myself’ sort of world 
to admit to one’s need. It takes a measure of courage to even dare to hope for, 
and to expect the advent of something better, given as a gift from God. 
    I expect that a number of you may have read Victor Frankl’s classic account of 
his experiences in a Nazi death camp, Man’s Search for Meaning. Frankl had been 
a successful therapist, when, for simply being a Jew, was arrested and ushered off 
to prison camp. He spent his time there not only laboring as others did, but also 
observing himself and his fellow inmates. In fact, his curiosity - his inner 
determination to learn, even in this horrible setting, were major factors in his 
survival. 
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    Frankl noticed that some of the prisoners just wasted away and died rather 
quickly, even though they had no discernible physical ailments. He recalls one 
man who one day was doing reasonably well, considering the deplorable 
conditions of the camp. The man often talked of his dream to get out of the camp 
and be united with his dear wife. But then the man received word that his wife 
had died in another prison camp. In just a couple of days that man died. 
    Frankl concluded that the man died, not because of some physical ailment. He 
died not because he lacked food or water, though there was little. The man died 
because he lacked HOPE. He lacked hope that there was anything to be had 
beyond the DARKNESS of the bleak prison camp; that there was anything beyond 
the present suffering. Frankl surmised that we can live longer without bread than 
we can without hope. 
    We are those who also know and experience darkness – the night of suffering, 
the shadow of tragedy, the heavy seemingly impenetrable clouds of sadness. We 
know the night and we fear it, because the night can be dark, very dark indeed.  
Yet by the incarnation of Christ, we believe that light has already dawned into our 
darkness – hope has come into our hopelessness. 
    So we are to continue to have faith – faith that the voice still comes and the 
light will follow. We gather during this Advent as those who still yearn – who still 
desire. But we are confident that the light of Christ will surely come to dispel all 
the darkness - For nothing so tames the darkness than a reassuring voice, 
followed by even a little light.     Amen. 
 
 


